
WIN A LUXURY GOLF TRIP TO THE ALGARVE – PRIZE DRAW TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

 Please read the following Terms & Conditions carefully 

No purchase or payment is necessary to enter or win. Making a purchase will not increase your 
chances of winning. Entries are void where prohibited by law and/or where not in accordance with 
these terms and conditions.   

This Promotion and the Prizes are governed by these Terms and Conditions. Entry into the Promotion 
is deemed full and unconditional acceptance of these terms and conditions. If you do not agree with 
these terms and conditions please do not enter the Promotion. Please read the terms and conditions 
before each entry. These terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Please save or 
print a copy of this page for your records.   

The Prize consists of two separate elements: 

1.  flights for two people with Monarch Airlines from Leeds Bradford, Birmingham, 
London Gatwick, Manchester or Luton airports to Faro Airport (Portugal);  and  
 

2. a five-night stay at the Monte da Quinta hotel for two people on a bed & breakfast basis 
with one round on each of Quinta do Lago’s acclaimed North, South and Laranjal golf 
courses and one dining experience for two people at the Bovino Steakhouse in Quinta 
do Lago. 

 
1. About the Promoter 

1.1 The Promoter of this Prize Draw is Monarch Airlines Limited (Company No: 00907593) of 
Prospect House, Prospect Way, London Luton Airport, Luton, LU2 9NU. 
 
1.2 The Prize Partners for this Prize Draw are: Monte da Quinta Resort, Avenida Andre Jordan, 
Quinta do Lago, 8135 998 Almancil, Portugal. www.montedaquintaresort.com; and Quinta do Lago, 
Almancil, Portugal. www.quintadolago.com  
 
 
2. Eligibility 

2.1 The Promotion is open to UK (England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland) citizens and/or 
permanent residency holders. All participants must be at least 18 years-old at the time of entering the 
promotion. Employees together with their immediate family members (including their spouses, 
biological, adoptive or step-parents, legal guardians, children, siblings, or grandparents, any legal 
dependents and household members) of the Promoter, the Prize Partner, their agencies and 
companies associated with this promotion are not eligible to enter or win this promotion. 
 
2.2 All entries must be made directly by the person entering the Promotion. Using a false name, email 
address or postcode will result in disqualification. 
 
2.3 Internet access is required and Entrants must have an active personal email account. 
 
2.4 Winning a prize is contingent upon fulfilling all requirements set out in these terms and conditions. 
 
2.5 The Promoter reserves the right at their sole discretion to disqualify any individual found to be 
tampering or facilitating others to tamper with the operation of the Promotion, or to be acting in any 
manner deemed by the Promoter to be in violation of the terms and conditions, or to be acting in any 
manner deemed by the Administrator or Promoter to be disruptive. 
 
3. Promotion Period 

3.1 The Prize Draw begins on 6 July 2015 at 10:00:00 AM BST and ends on 20 July 2015 at 11:59:59 
PM BST (the “Promotion Period”).  

http://www.montedaquintaresort.com/
http://www.quintadolago.com/


3.2 The Promoter shall be the official time-keeper for the Prize Draw, and the Promoter’s computer 
shall be the official time-keeping device.  

4. HOW TO ENTER 
 
There are TWO entry methods available to enter the Prize Draw. The Entrant must choose ONE entry 
method and make ONE entry only. Duplicate entries will be disregarded. 

4.1 ENTER AT WWW.MONARCH.CO.UK/COMPETITIONS/WIN-A-LUXURY-GOLF-TRIP 
 
To enter the Prize Draw via the Monarch website, the Entrant must (a) Visit 
www.monarch.co.uk/competitions/win-a-luxury-golf-trip, and (b) Submit their name, email address and 
postcode on the entry page,  ((a) and (b) collectively, a “Website Submission”). Only one entry is 
permitted per person. 
 
This Prize Draw is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with, Offerpop. 
By submitting to the Prize Draw, each Entrant waives, discharges and releases Offerpop from any 
and all liability associated with the Promotion.  

4.2 ENTER AT WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/MONARCH 
 
To enter the Prize Draw via Facebook, (a) Visit the “Win a Golf Trip” Prize Draw tab on the Monarch 
Facebook page, then (b) Submit their name, email address and postcode on the entry page ((a) and 
(b) collectively, a “Facebook Submission”).  Only one entry is permitted per person. 
 
This Prize Draw is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with, Facebook. 
By submitting to the Prize Draw, each Entrant waives, discharges and releases Facebook from any 
and all liability associated with the Promotion. 

Use of automated entry or similar devices to participate or subvert the entry process is 
prohibited, and all entries submitted through such devices are void.  Regardless of entry 
method, your entry may appear on Monarch’s website, its social media sites, marketing 
materials and blog but Monarch is under no obligation to publish this material. 

5. ABOUT ENTRIES 

5.1 All personal details submitted will be accepted as an entry into the Prize Draw, however 
incomprehensible and incomplete entries (as determined by the Promoter) will be deemed invalid. 
Obscene, provocative or otherwise questionable content will not be considered.  The Promoter retains 
sole discretion as to what constitutes inappropriate content. The decision of the Promoter is final and 
no correspondence will be entered into over this decision 
 
5.2 Entrants are solely responsible for the information they provide and views they express on the 
Promoter’s social media accounts. The Promoter is not responsible for the user-generated content 
provided and does not endorse any user-generated views expressed on these web sites. 
 
5.3 Entries must not contain anything which is calculated to bring the Promoter or its associated 
companies into disrepute or that in any way violates applicable laws and regulations or network 
standards. 
 
5.4 By submitting an entry, each entrant (a) warrants and represents that he/she owns the rights to 
the content submitted and that the content submitted is (i) original to him/her and has been legally 
obtained and created, (ii) does not infringe on the intellectual property right, privacy or publicity rights 
or any other legal or moral rights of any third party; (b) The entrant grants the Promoter to use the 
winning entries for Monarch marketing purposes. The entrant agrees to a worldwide, royalty free, 
irrevocable licence to, copy and reproduce the entry both digitally and in print. 
 
5.5 The Promoter is entitled to report and remove any user-generated content on the Promoter’s 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or other social media accounts immediately and without notice if a user 
is in breach of these terms and conditions, are instructed to do so by any third party or if the 

http://www.monarch.co.uk/COMPETITIONS/WIN-A-LUXURY-GOLF-TRIP
http://www.monarch.co.uk/competitions/win-a-luxury-golf-trip
http://www.facebook.com/MONARCH


Promoter, in its sole and absolute discretion, is concerned by any content provided. Users are solely 
responsible for creating backup copies of any content submitted.   
 
5.6 The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any difficulty Entrants may experience in navigating the 
Promoter’s Facebook page or website. 
 
5.7 No responsibility can be accepted for entries which are invalid, incomplete, illegible, lost or 
delayed in transit, or which fail to be properly submitted.  Proof of sending does not constitute proof of 
receipt.   
 
 
6. ABOUT PRIZES 
 
6.1 There is one Prize available only and there will be one Prize Winner only. The Prize is not a 
package holiday as defined in the Package Travel, Package Holidays & Package Tours Regulations 
1992. 
 
6.2 The Prize will consist of two separate elements: 
 

6.2.1 Two return flight tickets with Monarch Airlines Ltd from either Leeds Bradford, 
Birmingham, London Gatwick, Manchester or Luton airports to Faro Airport (Portugal) (the 
“Flights”); 
 
6.2.2 A five-night stay at the Monte da Quinta (the “Hotel”)  for two people on a bed  
and breakfast basis, one round on each of Quinta do Lago’s acclaimed North, South and 
Laranjal golf courses and one dining experience for two people at the Bovino Steakhouse in 
Quinta do Lago (together the “Stay”). 
 

6.3 The Flights and Stay are subject to availability and are not available during Christmas, New Year, 
school and Bank holidays,Easter, July and August, and must be booked and taken by 1st July 2016. 
Booking is required for the Flights and for the Stay and booking is the responsibility of the Winner. 
Details about how to book will be provided to the Winner by the Promoter. 
 
6.4 In relation to the Flights the Prize Winner and their guest are bound by Monarch’s Flight terms and 
conditions and Conditions of Carriage which can be found at 
http://www.monarch.co.uk/terms/flights/post-28-october-2014  and 
http://www.monarch.co.uk/terms/flights/post-28-october-2014-conditions-of-carriage . 

6.5 One (1) piece of hold luggage per person is included in the Prize and will be checked in free of 
charge. An inflight meal is also included for each person for each flight. Up to 10kg of hand baggage 
may be taken into the cabin per person in a bag no bigger than 56 x 40 x 25cm, free of charge. For 
further information about hand baggage restrictions please refer to the FAQs on 
http://www.monarch.co.uk/faq/flights/baggage. 

6.6 The Flights are inclusive of airport taxes.  

6.7 Please note: During the Stay the winner of the competition will get to explore the facilities of the 
Hotel. Free parking and Wi-fi are available at the hotel. Transport to and from the hotel is not 
included. The Stay will be subject to the terms and conditions of the Hotel (which can be found as an 
annex below) and will constitute a separate contract between the Prize Winner and the Hotel. 

6.8 For the avoidance of doubt the contract for the Stay and associated services provided by the 
Hotel is not with Monarch Airlines Limited. Monarch Airlines Limited will not be party to the contract 
and Monarch Airlines Limited will not be liable for loss, damage or injury that may be suffered during 
the Stay. 

 
6.9 The Prize Winner and their guest are responsible for all expenses and arrangements not 
specifically included in the Prize (such as but not limited to accommodation and transportation to and 
from the departing and the destination airport, extra legroom seating, priority boarding etc) and any 

http://www.monarch.co.uk/terms/flights/post-28-october-2014
http://www.monarch.co.uk/terms/flights/post-28-october-2014-conditions-of-carriage
http://www.monarch.co.uk/faq/flights/baggage


meals, drinks, gratuities, spending money and any incidental expenses incurred while on holiday 
other than those expressly stated as included. 

6.10 The Prize is non-transferable and is to be used by the registered Prize Winner.  No cash or other 
alternatives will be offered. Any portion of the Prize not used by the Prize Winner is forfeited. The 
Promoter and Prize Partner are not responsible if the Prize Winner is unable to use any portion of the 
Prize and no alternatives will be offered. 
 
6.11 The Prize Winner will be notified via email within 14 days of the closing date of the 
Promotion. The Prize Winner must contact the Promoter to claim the Prize within 7 days of the date of 
the email notifying them that they have won. If the Prize Winner does not claim their Prize within this 
timescale, the Promoter reserves the right to offer the Prize to the runner up selected by the same 
judges.  Failure to respond may result in forfeit of the Prize.  

6.12 A Prize Winner Voucher for the Prize will be sent by email to the Prize Winner within 14 days of 
receipt of the Winner’s acknowledgement email.  

6.13 The Promoter reserves the right to request the winner to provide proof of identity, proof of email 
address or proof of entry validity in order to claim the Prize. Proof of identification, email and entry 
considered suitable for verification is at the discretion of the Promoter. In the event that a winner 
cannot provide suitable proof, the winner will forfeit the Prize in whole and no substitute will be 
offered.  
 
6.14 In the event of a dispute as to the identity of an Entrant, the authorised account holder of the 
email address associated from which the entry is made will be deemed to be the entrant and he/she 
must comply with these Terms & Conditions. “Authorised account holder” is the natural person to 
whom the applicable Internet service provider or other organisation (such as a business or 
educational institution) has assigned the email address for the domain associated with the e-mail 
address. The Prize Winner may be asked to provide Promoter with proof that the selected winner is 
the authorised account holder of the email address associated with the Twitter, Facebook and/or 
Instagram account.  If a dispute cannot be resolved, the Entry will be deemed ineligible. Promoter’s 
failure to enforce any term of these Terms & Conditions shall not constitute a waiver of that provision.   
 
6.15 If Monarch fails to comply with this agreement, Monarch is responsible for loss or damage the 
Prize Winner suffers that is a foreseeable result of Monarch’s breach of this agreement, or of 
Monarch’s negligence, or of Monarch’s fraud. However, Monarch is not responsible for any loss or 
damage that is not foreseeable. Loss or damage is foreseeable if they were an obvious consequence 
of Monarch’s breach or if they were contemplated by both the Prize Winner and Monarch at the time 
the parties entered into this agreement. Prize Winner’s statutory rights are not affected. 

6.16 Compensation under Regulation 261/2004, Montreal Convention and any other applicable law is 
strictly excluded irrespective of the cause.   

6.17 The Prize Winner and their guest must ensure that they have the correct travel documentation 
and obtain the relevant Visas. Such travel documentation is at the sole expense of the Prize 
Winner.  Failure to be granted a Visa and or have the necessary travel documentation will result in the 
Prize Winner forfeiting their Prize. 

 
6.19 Travel insurance is strongly recommended. Please visit www.monarch.co.uk for details and 
premiums.  
 
7. Additional terms 
 
7.1 If for any reason the Promotion is not capable of running as planned for reasons (including but not 
limited to tampering, unauthorised intervention, fraud, technical failures or any other causes beyond 
the control of the Promoter which corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness, integrity or 
proper conduct of this Promotion), and only where circumstances make this unavoidable, the 
Promoter reserves the right to cancel or alter the Promotion or these terms and conditions, at any 
stage, but will always endeavour to minimise the effect to Entrants in order to avoid undue 

http://www.monarch.co.uk/


disappointment. If the Promotion is cancelled a notice will be published on the Promoter’s social 
media pages and/or website. 

7.2 The terms and conditions of any other third party supplier will also apply to the prize where 
applicable. If there is a conflict between third party terms and conditions and these terms and 
conditions, these shall take precedence.  

7.3 The Promoter reserves the right to substitute the Prize for a prize of equivalent or greater 
monetary value if this is necessary for reasons beyond its control.  

7.4 The Promoter will not be liable for any prize(s) that do not reach the winners for reasons beyond 
the Promoter's reasonable control.  

7.5 The Promoter's decision is final and binding in all respects on all entrants. No correspondence will 
be entered into. Entries that do not comply in full with these entry terms and conditions will be 
disqualified.  

7.6 The Prize Winner agrees to the use of their name, written entry and home town/city to be used by 
the Promoter and its associated companies for post-event publicity purposes (including but not limited 
to publishing in the Monarch inflight magazine Passport, on the Monarch blog, on the Monarch 
website and on the Monarch Facebook, Twitter and Instagram accounts and in the media), and will 
co-operate with any other reasonable requests by the Promoter relating to any publicity. The winners 
agree to allow the Promoter to use their name and likeness for advertising and publicity purposes 
without additional remuneration.   
 
7.7 In addition to the use specified above, the Promoter will use each winner's, and each entrant's, 
personal details for the purpose of administering this promotion.  

7.8 The Promoter may refuse or disqualify any entry (including winning entries) if the entrant 
concerned or anyone authorised by the entrant to deal with their entry, acts in a way towards the 
Promoter or Monarch staff which the Promoter reasonably considers to be inappropriate, unlawful or 
offensive. If the winning entry is disqualified the Promoter reserves the right to award the prize to 
another entrant.  

7.9 Entrants will be deemed to have accepted these terms and conditions and agreed to be bound by 
them when entering this Promotion.  

7.10 The Promoter will treat all personal information obtained through each of the Entrants’ 
registration as private and confidential and will comply with the Data Protection Act 1998. Prize winner 
contact details will be used to administer the Prize, unless the winner opts-in for additional marketing 
emails. The Promoter’s commitment to the Entrants’ privacy and the security of their personal 
information is outlined in the Promoter’s privacy policy available on www.monarch.co.uk and the 
Entrant consents to the Promoter using personal data as per the terms of the privacy policy.  
 
7.11 These terms and any issues or disputes which may arise out of or in connection with these rules 
(whether such disputes or issues are contractual or non-contractual in nature, such as claims in tort, 
for breach of statute or regulation or otherwise) shall be governed by and construed in accordance 
with English law.  Entrants hereby irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts 
to settle any such dispute or issue.  
 

 

 

 

 



Annex 1 – Monte Da Quinta resort, Reservations General Terms and Conditions 

MONTE DA QUINTA RESORT, RESERVATIONS GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 

This agreement is valid for individual bookings; special rates and contract conditions apply to groups 
larger than 9 rooms as well as events and meetings. 

1.1. The above mentioned rates include all guest room costs, including service fees, VAT, any taxes, 
internet access, wellness center access, buffet breakfast and free parking. Other gratuities will be 
available at guest’s discretion. 

1.2. In the event that new taxes or government fees are introduced the rates will be increased 
accordingly. 

1.3. Rate Application: Rates are net, per suite, per night and non-commissionable rates, unless 
otherwise stated herein. 

1.4. Stop Sales: The Resort holds the right to stop sales at any time without a penalty. 
1.5. Minimum Stay: Please note minimum stay requirements must be respected, for exceptions please 

contact The Resort. 
1.6. Release Period: The Resort is not obliged to hold rooms available after expiration of the release 

period. 
1.7. Half Board: Half Board is defined as breakfast and dinner. Half board must be booked for  the whole 

stay and it cannot be exchanged for other meals. Half Board will be served in a Table d’hôte or 
Buffet style in the Resort Restaurant depending on the occupancy of The Resort. 

1.8. Pets: Please note that pets are not allowed in The Resort. 
 
 
 

1. Maximum Capacities 
 

1.1. Please note that the maximum capacities are as follows: 
 

1 Bedroom Suite 
years of age) 

2 Adults + 1 Child under 12 years of age + 1 Infant (under 3 

2 Bedroom Suite 
years of age) 

4 Adults + 1 Child under 12 years of age + 1 Infant (under 3 

3 Bedroom Suite 6 Adults + 2 Infants (under 3 years of age) 

Extra beds are not available and the sofa beds cannot be utilized for adults for comfort and size 
reasons. The sofa beds are only suitable for 1 child up to 12 years old. 

 

1.2. If maximum capacities are not respected, The Resort reserves the right to charge 100,00 Euros per 
additional person/night or to deny the guests to occupy the suite. If the client chooses not to comply 
a refund will not be given. 

 

2. Reservation Procedures & Terms 
 

2.1. The Resort will accept reservations made by email all reservations will be confirmed within 72 
working business hours. 

2.2. All bookings, changes and cancellations require a confirmation in written form. 
2.3. Reservations are held until 06:00 the following morning, at which time the reservation and 

payment are forfeited at 100%. Should a reservation be cancelled, The Resort shall refund 
deposits if notice is received before the cancellation date, if notice is received after this time 50% 
of the reserved stay (including any reserved services and amenities) will be charged. The Resort 
shall allow name changes for the same length of stay and room type. All guaranteed reservations 
will receive written confirmation from The Resort per email. 

2.4. In the event a guest who has reserved a room checks out prior to the reserved check-out date and 
has not informed The Resort upon check-in, The Resort holds the right to charge the full amount 
of the stay. 



2.5. The Resort check-in and check-out times are 15:00 and 11:00 respectively. Guests are permitted to 
check in early subject to room availability. Late check-outs are charged at 50% of one night till 18:00 
and at 100% of one night after 18:00. 

2.6. The client upon check out will pay all room and extra charges including any food and beverage 
bills, unless otherwise specified in written form. 

2.7. The Resort shall use commercially reasonable efforts not to relocate any Tour Operator guest 
holding a guaranteed reservation. If The Resort does not or cannot honor all reservations accepted 
and/or confirmed to the Tour Operator, at The Resort’s sole expense, The Resort shall (with a 
company representative’s approval) provide: 

 Alternative accommodations of equal value for said attendees at an equal or better nearby 
The Resort at no charge to the guest for length of stay guest is displaced. 

 An offer to relocate the displaced guest back to The Resort’s first available room. If a room 
becomes available and guest elects not to return, The Resort shall have no further obligations 
under this Section. 

2.8. Baggage Storage: Baggage will be stored at no charge for early arrivals and late departures. 
2.9. Special Requests: The Resort will use its best efforts to fulfill special requests, however under no 

circumstances are special requests a guarantee. 
2.10. High chairs and baby cots are free of charge, reservations are highly recommended, as there is 

only limited availability. 
2.11. The Tour Operator undertakes to deliver to The Resort all schedules and rooming lists for organized 

groups and individual tourists within the agreed booking and cancellation deadlines. 
2.12. The Resort facility information and terms will be applicable as in the attached resort fact sheet. 
2.13. License Requirements: The Resort’s alcoholic beverage license requires that The Resort shall: 

request proper identification of any person of questionable age and refuse alcoholic beverage service 
if the person is either under age or proper identification cannot be produced, and refuse alcoholic 
beverage service to any person who, in The Resort’s judgment appears intoxicated; and instruct its 
personnel to avoid encouraging patrons to consume alcoholic beverages. 

 
3. Liability & Complaints 

 

3.1. All damages caused by any guest will be fully charged to the guests’ folio, which must be settled 
immediately. 

3.2. All guests who have a justified complaint must address the issue directly with the reception. 
Appropriate and reasonable measures will be taken in order to resolve the issue at hand. Liability will 
not be accepted after the departure of the guest, if guest has not notified The Resort. 

3.3. In order to avoid any subsequent written claims, the Tour Operator undertakes to inform The Resort 
through his representatives of any poor quality tourist services provided. In the event of any claims 
The Resort shall settle them predominantly on the spot with the possible assistance of the Tour 
Operator Representative. The two parties shall make and sign a statement thereof. 

3.4. The Resort shall not be held liable for any claims or complaints due to Tour Operator or his 
partners’ fault. 

3.5. In case the claims are not settled on the spot and are brought against the Tour Operator, the latter 
undertakes to present them in writing or in the form of a certified copy accompanied by the client’s 
application and any other documentary evidence of the validity of his demands and any other 
relevant documents. 

 
 

4. Billing Arrangements 
 

4.1. All extra charges including food and beverage consumables will be paid by the guest upon check out, 
credit card information in order to complete a pre-authorization will be requested upon check in, in 
order to guarantee these charges. In the case of a credit card not being available a cash deposit will 
be requested. 

4.2. A 100% advance payment is required in order to guarantee each reservation. Pro-forma invoices will 
be sent maximum fourteen (14) days prior to arrival. Pro-forma invoices must be paid within seven (7) 
days after receipt. 

4.3. Down payments for early booking discounted reservations must be made on booking date as stated 
above. 



4.4. Invoices will be sent after every guests stay to the Tour Operator. If any portion of the final billing is in 
question, the Tour Operator shall advise The Resort of the specific item. 

4.5. The Tour Operator agrees to make the payments net and without deduction of banking fees to the 
below stated bank account indicating the reservation codes. 

4.6. The Resort reserves the right to raise the agreed prices by 2% monthly or withdraw from the 
agreement by not accepting future bookings if the contractually agreed payments do not occur in due 
time. 

 
 

5. Cancellations & No Shows 

5.1.   This Agreement holds the following cancellation procedures for bookings: 
Time Period Amount 
Within the release period Free of charge 
On or after the release period 50% of Full Stay 

 

5.2. No Shows will be charged at 100% of the booking. 
5.3. In no event may the Tour Operator transfer or resell its rights under this Agreement to any third party 

for purposes of reselling cancelled rooms. 
5.4. Down payments for the early booking offer or long stay offer are non-refundable in the a case of a 

cancellation. 
 
 

6. Rights of Termination for Cause 
 

6.1. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, neither party shall have the right to terminate their 
obligations under this Agreement. In the case of non-compliance, The Resort holds the right to demand 
compensation for damages and loss of revenue. This Agreement is, however, subject to termination 
for cause without liability to the terminating party, under any of the following conditions: 

6.2. Force Majeure: The performance of this Agreement is subject to acts of God, government authority, 
disaster, declared war, acts of terrorism in the meeting locale or other cause beyond the parties’ 
control, which make it commercially impracticable, illegal or impossible to perform as originally 
contracted under this Agreement. It is provided that this Agreement may be terminated without 
liability for any one or more of such reasons by written notice from one party to the other. 

6.3. Any deposits made by the Tour Operator or its guests shall be refunded to the party within 30 days 
after written notice of termination if Force Majeure applies. 

6.4. Change in Management: The parties agree to notify each other in writing of any change of franchise 
affiliation or change in Management Company or if either party shall be adjudicated as bankrupt or 
insolvent by any court of competent jurisdiction. 

6.5. Compliance with Applicable Laws: Both parties represent that they shall  comply  during the terms of 
the meeting period with all federal, state and local fire, safety and building codes, including any rules 
or regulations. 

 


